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Racial ethnic women’s motherwork reflects the tensions inherent in trying to 
foster a meaningful racial identity in children within a society that 
denigrates people of color.  

The racial privilege enjoyed by white, middle-class women makes 
unnecessary this complicated dimension of the mothering tradition of 
women of color.  While white children can be prepared to fight racial 
oppression, their survival does not depend on gaining these skills. 

White children are socialized into their rightful place in systems of social 
privilege.   Racial ethnic women have no such guarantees for their children; 
their children must first be taught to survive in systems that oppress them.

For women of color, motherwork for identity occurs at this critical juncture.

(Glenn, Chang, & Forcey, 1994, p. 57)



White Privilege

White privilege is “illegitimate advantages held by White 
Americans” (Stewart, Latu, Branscombe, Phillips, & Denney, 2012 
p. 11).

“White privilege is the other side of racism” (Rothenberg, 2012, 
p.1).

“The notion of privilege is a relative concept as well as an absolute 
one, a point that is often misunderstood (Wise, 2011, p. xiv).



White Privilege

Permeating the fabric of American life, whiteness remains invisible to dominant group members with 

the luxury of never having to apply race to themselves (Grover, 1997). 

Although Whites racially categorize other Whites, once white skin identifies social status as

a dominant group member, whiteness “fades almost instantaneously from white

consciousness into transparency” (Flagg, 1997, p. 221). 

In fact, the invisibility of whiteness frees Whites to view themselves as individuals (Mahoney, 1997) 

rather than systematically linked with racial domination and unearned privilege. In an intricate system 

of white privilege, Whites have the power to ignore and neutralize race when race benefits Whites 

(Wildman & Davis, 1997).

(Case, 2012, p. 78)



•Colliding - Collisions are the abrupt and unexpected ways in which 
the mothers are bumping into White privilege.

•Colluding - Collusions are either conscious or unconscious. 
Unconscious collusion with White privilege means that the mother is 
not aware she is doing it.  It is accepting that “this is just how things 
are.”   Conscious collusion with White privilege means the mother is 
intentionally going along with White privilege to avoid something or 
trying to use it to gain something.

•Contending - Contentions are ways in which the mothers are 
consciously combating racism and interrupting White privilege.  



This mother explained that she hadn’t thought of herself as White until she became 
the White mother of a “brown son” and it has “taken [her] on a different journey 
through life.”   

She felt like it was an immense education process that she likened to being in 
graduate school to “make [herself] more aware.”  

Colliding



This mother referred to a shift for her as a mother and that for her there has been 
movement from these kind of intellectual non-specific thoughts of:

“That’s not fair.  That’s wrong.  We have to do something about it.” 

“Now it’s my kid.  Now I am reading an article in the paper and I’m thinking, 
disproportionate. . .  how children of color can be disciplined more harshly in school 
than White students. . . .That could be my child!”

Colliding



Early in her son’s education, all the first grade students were to be tested for the advanced placement 
program unless the parents opted out.  The teacher advised her to “go ahead and just sign him out because it 
is just going to frustrate him to take the test.”  

This mother was not particularly interested in the program at the time and she was wondering what her son 
would be doing while the other students took the test.  She hadn’t given it much thought and was wavering on 
whether to have him take the test or not in part based on his feelings about the test.  As it turned out, her son 
did take the test.  He scored the highest in the class.  

This mother recalled that the “teacher couldn’t believe it and they retested him and he did it again.”  She 
explained that “they do a re-test to see if it was just a fluke.”  But as she was explaining this, she surprised 
herself by questioning “if they always do that.”  She realized she didn’t know if that is something they always 
do or not. 

She explained that it was a few years later in workshop designed to speak opening about race that she 
attended it occurred to her “why did that teacher suggest that my son would be frustrated. . . . other than that 
he’s Black?  I have no idea.  Why did [the teacher] suggest that?”

Colliding



This mother described meeting with the principal and at one point in the conversation 
the principal alluded to the fact that their son was handicapped and had severe 
learning disabilities and that he should probably be “institutionalized” and would not 
“amount to anything.”

Colliding



“I really haven’t run into any issues or any problems.”  

“Nothing really stands out” other than a conversation her son had with a White boy in 
which they were talking about Martin Luther King, Jr.  She explained that the White boy 
pointed out that if Martin Luther King, Jr. had not done what he had done, they (the two 
boys) “may not have been able to be friends.” 

This mother said that she was “not sure” if she could give me “situations or examples 
where race may have been an issue.” 

This mother mentioned that she would never move away from where she lives 
because she does not want to contend with the discrimination that she believes she 
and her son and daughter would face in locations that are not like where she lives. 

Colluding



“We have good representation from our White and our Black communities in our 
PTO.  We have poor representation from the Spanish speaking families and from all 
others – you know from other countries.”  

She added that she has noticed that as the students aged, the students who speak 
another language besides English started to drift away from the English only 
speaking students and began to group more with other students who share the same 
language.  

As she told the story, she said “and they just go [shrugged her shoulders] what do 
you do, and that is a reality, especially here . . . and that’s . . . I don’t want to say we 
like it that way, but we like it that way.” 

Colluding



Thinking back to when her daughter started school years ago, she reported that she 
“worried about that [her daughter receiving negative attention because she is biracial] 
before she started school, but I think a lot has changed.” 

This mother explained that when she is at the school volunteering “I don’t see it” 
because the kids are “all mixed together.”  

This mother explained that she hasn’t experienced any “prejudice outlook” from the 
school and that her daughter is treated “like any other kid.” 

Colluding



In talking about stereotypes and discrimination, this mother explained that when 
schools do not have enough diversity they are “reinforcing the idea of alienation 
and segregation and that is disappointing.”  

She explained that while she enjoyed the private schools that her kids have 
attended, she did find them to be “isolating” and disconnected from the real 
communities and she saw that as a negative. 

Colluding



This mother wants to educate the parents who are “naively unaware.”   

She stated that those parents follow a color-blind approach and she added that she 
“no longer [has] that privilege.”   

As she continued to describe the White parents she wants to reach, she explained that 
she is “not singling them out, but the forces do not intersect with them enough for them 
to become aware.” 

Contending



This mother felt a connection with the school’s philosophy and her own.   She had 
friends whose kids went to “the better high school” and they “felt alienated” from their 
own school. 

Her kids attended the school that was not “the better high school.”  For the parents 
whose kids attended this school there wasn’t the feeling that “your kids are the bad 
kids and my kids are the good kids.”  

This mother’s efforts with the school to create a partnership between the school and 
the larger community were productive.   The staff at the school were “very open to” 
working with the larger community and their openness “broke down barriers.”

The people who did not have kids attending this school who participated in the events 
got the opportunity to learn that the kids who went to that school were not “scary kids.” 

Contending



This mother also described situations when people have made denigrating remarks 
about the entire group of people who her husband’s ancestors are a part of and 
when she has told them that they are referring to her family and the people quickly 
explained that they don’t consider her husband “one of those.”  

This mother explained that she usually replies with the question, “Well, what is one 
of those?”

Contending



Preliminary Findings

• Collisions are not a one-time occurrence for each mother. 
• Removal from schools ends the relationship.
• The school context is only one of the places these mothers 

encounter White privilege
• Collisions and collusions are frequently fleeting.  



Preliminary Implications

• Expectations for collusion seem to be structurally embedded in the 
conversations and interactions that enact the norms of White 
privilege. 

• School personnel might have higher expectations that White mothers 
of biracial daughters and sons will comply with the norms of White 
privilege - more so than others in other social interactions.

• Non-compliance with those norms by White mother requires active 
resistance.

• Teacher preparation courses could address the relationships between 
teachers and White mothers of biracial daughters and sons.
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